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WELCOME MESSAGE

introduction

Blue
skies
over
Cannes
and the
industry

While the blustery conditions at the Opening
Cocktail on Sunday may prove that you can never
totally rely on the weather, the sun has since shone
on Cannes with blue skies prevailing all week.
‘Sunny’ is also a good summary of the spirit here
this week – the atmosphere has been extremely
positive, stands have been busy, the evenings have
been packed with launch parties and events, and the
general feeling is that the long-term forecast is
most definitely good.
This is certainly reflected in the visitor numbers this week.

communications strategy in-line with the

By the end of Wednesday – halfway through the week – total

interactive, social media and technology-led world

visitors were up 9% on the same period last year to 5,669.

in which we live.

This is also an increase on last year’s total of 5,398, which

This, of course, was the main theme of our President’s

is great news. Even better, the quality of visitors continues

speech at the Conference on Monday morning, which drew a

to improve year-on-year. Duty free and travel retail operator

record 888 delegates. Many came to listen to former United

numbers are up 15% in terms of people to 1,795, while

Nations secretary-general Kofi Annan – but were equally

the number of companies is up 9% to 543. The number of

inspired by superb addresses from Salvatore Ferragamo’s

landlords has also increased 15% to 148 people.

Michele Norsa and economist and business school

We do know that moving the show forward a month

professor Stephane Garelli. It’s going to be a

to September (necessary because of the forthcoming

hard act to follow!

G20 Summit) has been difficult for many participants –

But follow we will, with a fantastic programme planned for

As we mentioned above, the conference attracted 888

particularly exhibitors and media – but thankfully this has

the MEDFA Conference in Dubai on November 21-22 and

delegates this year. In Chinese culture 8 is viewed as a

not impacted at all on the visitor numbers. Next year the

TFWA Asia Pacific in Singapore next year from May 13-17.

very auspicious number and a number with several eights

show returns to its regular slot in October (21-26), which we

It only remains for all of us on the TFWA Management

is considered very lucky. Combine that with next year’s

are sure will be a relief to many.

Committee to send all of you a very big thank you for

Chinese Year of the Dragon – also meant to bring 12 months

This week we introduced a new app for iPhone and

your continued support of this event. We would especially

of fortune and prosperity – and there are hopefully many

BlackBerry, which has been very well received, proving to

like to send our appreciation to the many sponsors this

more sunny days for the industry ahead.

be an invaluable resource for visitors. This is an area that

week, without whom we could not provide such a varied

we are looking to develop as part of our effort to evolve our

programme of sports and social activities.

Members' Breakfast
TODAY at 09:00

TFWA Management Committee

Download the
TFWA World
Exhibition app
A fantastic new app for iPhone and BlackBerry

TFWA will be hosting

has been launched for TFWA World Exhibition.

a Members’ Breakfast

It is an invaluable resource for visitors to this

today at 9am in the

year’s event, containing details of the week’s

TFWA Lounge. The

programme, full list of exhibitors and their

breakfast is open to

stand location, and all onsite services.

all TFWA Members.

It is the perfect tool to maximise your time

The TFWA Lounge is

at TFWA World Exhibition.

located in the Golden

The new app is the latest element of TFWA’s

Village, Level 1.

evolving communications strategy, which
has embraced new technologies, including
the improved, interactive website, e-news
communication and online Exhibition
Directory, which is new for this year.
Download the app now at: www.TFWA.com
TFWA DAILY – 3
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le premium evening

LE PREMIUM evening
Last night’s spectacular Le Premium Evening featured a black tie dinner followed by
a private concert by James Blunt. It was a fitting finale to a successful week.

TFWA DAILY – 5

electronics
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01

02

03

products will be easily identifiable no matter

Innovation is a theme also apparent in the

where in the world they are sold”.

portfolio of electronics products offered

Reiterating the importance of impulsive

by Pasco (Marine Village R1). Among the

buyers to the Electronics sector, Travel Retail

products on show in Cannes is the Bang &

Innovations’ (Yellow Village C29) CEO, Pascal

Olufsen EarSet 3i, which is a headset for use

Lammers, said: “The products we sell are

with mobile phones, as well as the WorldSIM

impulse related. We sell mainly electronic

card, which reduces roaming charges for

accessories and these are bought on-site

travellers by up to 95%.

Impulsive
electronics
Widely regarded as the most innovative category
within the travel retail channel, the Electronics
sector continues to show strength, thanks largely
to impulse purchases. Ryan Ghee reports.

when seen by customers.”

“As much as possible, we try to come up with

in global travel retail outside the Americas.

Among the products on show this week

unique products which are not found on the

The American gift and gadget brand –

are the Sennheiser PXC270 noise cancelling

domestic markets,” said Robert Suter, general

which includes over 600 products – is

headphones, as well as the JBL OnBeat

manager. “This way, they’re exclusive to travel

being presented to the global travel retail

Xtreme docking station for iPad and iPhone.

retail and thus, there is more incentive to buy

environment in Cannes for the first time.

“As long as there is a continued innovation

them while travelling.”

Scorpio Distributors (Mediterranean Village

in electronics devices and new technologies

P8) is again exhibiting at TFWA World

are being discovered, we see great

Exhibition, with products such as the SKROSS

opportunities in duty free,” Lammers added.

Pro+ USB adaptor and a range of products

Dufri (Blue Village A11), meanwhile is

from the Elonex brand.

highlighting the newest additions from

Richard Kennedy, group sales and marketing

Sony and Philips, including the Sony NEX-

director, outlined that “it is very important to

C3KB digital photo camera and the Philips

“In saturated societies where people

embrace innovation” and also pointed to the

AT890/19 shaver. Two new brands, Leica

have usually satisfied all or most of their

role of impulse purchases, particularly for

and Ice Diamond, will also be introduced.

primary needs, impulse buying accounts for

smaller items that are carried inflight.

Although many of the products in the portfolio

increasingly higher shares, apart from the

“Smaller items such as travel adaptors,

are more high-end, Andrea Taekema-Jager,

convenience or planned purchases,” explained

translators and chargers are more likely to

CEO, Dufri, explained that on average, more

AM International’s (Mediterranean Village P14)

be purchased on impulse. In a lot of cases,

than 65% of consumer electronics bought in

Wolf Ayen. “However, to fully leverage impulse

travellers will see a product in an inflight

airports are impulse buys. Having experienced

buying, the product offer needs to go beyond

brochure and think ‘what a great idea’ and

a strong year to date, Taekema-Jager added:

consumer expectations and also beyond the

they will buy it on impulse,” he added.

“The outlook is positive as we see that

The highly competitive nature of the
Electronics sector is a key driver of
the constant development of novel
and pioneering products. While the
consumer may well put a great deal of
thought into buying high-end products,
retailers and distributors are also
very aware that the same consumer
may also be far more willing to make a
spontaneous buy if the product on offer
is original, functional and affordable.

current offer of many travel retailers.”

the Electronics category is fast changing,

AM International was established earlier

“Great opportunities”

this year to represent The Sharper Image

Also present in Cannes is Braun

04

(Mediterranean Village P15), which is
showcasing a full portfolio of products,
including the new Series 3 and Series 1
shavers, as well as a holistic point-of-sale
concept that includes packaging, product
display and advertising.
According to Klaus Mellin, agent duty free
sales, this concept ensures that “Braun

6 – TFWA DAILY

05

innovative and exciting.”

06

01 Ayen: "In saturated societies where people have
usually satisfied all or most of their primary needs,
impulse buying accounts for increasingly higher shares."
02 Taekema-Jager: “The outlook is positive as we see
that the Electronics category is fast changing, innovative
and exciting.”
03 Braun is showcasing the new Series 3 and Series 1
shavers, as well as a holistic point-of-sale concept that
includes packaging, product display and advertising.
04 Kennedy: “In a lot of cases, travellers will see a
product in an inflight brochure and think ‘what a great
idea’ and they will buy it on impulse.”
05 Pasco is highlighting a number of new innovations,
including the WorldSIM card, which reduced roaming
charges for travellers by up to 95%.
06 Among the products being presented by Travel Retail
Innovations is the JBL OnBeat Xtreme docking station for
iPad and iPhone.
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BUYERs arrive

Malaysia Airports’ delegation led by chairman Tan Sri Datuk Dr Aris Othman.

Feely Mah, retail executive, Dimensi Eksklusif
(Kuala Lumpur).

Kuldip Sapra, Maya Duty Free, Kenya.

CARITAS
COLLECTION TODAY
Exhibitors are requested to have their

disadvantaged people.

donations to the Caritas Secours

Please use the special Caritas bags, which

Catholique charity ready for collection

were distributed yesterday.

this morning. Helpers from Caritas will

Thank you for your generosity.

visit stands and collect the donations
in the course of the morning. They will
use the contents to bring pleasure to

BMW
courtesy
cars

TFWA would like to thank BMW
for providing courtesy cars
under a special partnership
during this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition.
TFWA DAILY – 7
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Closing press
conference

All-round
strength

At yesterday afternoon’s closing press

which 37 are either exhibiting for the first

Maui Jim’s new booth concept has been a

conference, TFWA President Erik Juul-

time or returning after an absence.

big hit this week. With its ever-increasing

Mortensen said the event has been a

Figures to the close of the exhibition on

portfolio of sunglasses, the brand is already

success. He outlined some impressive

Wednesday show there had been 5,669

well established globally in travel retail and the

figures. 1,380 people attended the Opening

visitors – up 9% on last year, and 2,622

Cocktail on Sunday, while 888 attended

companies – up 6%. Those figures already

16 October 2012). Before that, the MEDFA

to consolidate and build upon this presence.

Monday’s TFWA Conference. “The speakers

exceed the total for last year’s TFWA

Conference takes place in Dubai (21-22

“For us, business is nicely spread between

were extremely good. It will be difficult to

World Exhibition.

November 2011) and TFWA Asia Pacific &

Asia Pacific, North and Latin America, and

beat next year,” said Juul-Mortensen.

TFWA World Exhibition will return to its

GATE ONE2ONE takes place in Singapore

Europe,” said Giles Marks, director, global

457 companies are exhibiting this year, of

usual October scheduling next year (21-

(13-17 May).

travel retail. The company’s next step is to

company continues to offer innovative new lines

open a distribution centre in Hong Kong
to help drive development in Asia, and a
similar centre is also planned for Brazil,

Selective Growth

Marks explained.
In terms of product innovation, this year has
seen the launch of the innovative Maui Flex
memory metal frames, which can be bent
and twisted but still return to their original

Frey Wille is continuing with its strategy

offer us the space we desire. So we are

of being more selective in travel retail and

very pleased and surprised that they have

is working with the best-fit partners to

kept us in mind,” said Wessam Elmona,

develop sizeable shop-in-shop solutions

director duty free worldwide GM Middle

at key locations around the world. “We

East, Africa & Australia. “Our strategy is to

have had a number of very honest and

seek out spaces of around 15-20sqm within

meet and discuss our options in-depth with

direct discussions with retailers and one in

a luxury environment. I have been coming

quality partners.”

particular, who we were not able to work

to Cannes for 13 years and this has been a

with two years ago, has come to see us to

very special year as we have been able to

shape, as well as the new gradient lenses.

Green Village M59

Yellow Village C15

Blossoming
Business
Since Nougat exhibited in Singapore earlier

Catering
to tastes

this year the company has been working with a

Exciting times lay ahead for Bruyerre, with

number of inflight retailers to create exclusive

new selections and packaging grand plans

travel retail kits and is strengthening these

for the year ahead. On show in Cannes is

relationships, and building new ones, here

the ‘Le Petit Spirou’ selection of children’s

at the show. “From a branding point of view,

chocolate puzzles, which allow youngsters

this show is great for raising awareness,” said

to stimulate their minds as well as their

Philippa Thomas, brand development manager.

palettes. “This is the first product for children

“As we are a smaller company, we have the

that we have launched and it’s receiving good

ability to react if people have specific requests.”

feedback,” said Florence Boucheron, export

The kits, which offer various combinations of

French and sophisticated – romantic and

and marketing manager, Bruyerre.

miniatures in Nougat’s Essentials range, offer

sexy – and I was very involved with the

A new packaging insert for London 2012

creative process. I tested lots of different

Olympic Games-themed chocolate tablets

scents, drawing on inspirations from my

is also being presented, alongside seasonal

childhood, for instance, until settling on

‘Destination’ varieties. Interest from

the final version. An entire product can

European operators has been positive this

take up to a year to create.”

week for the company, which is keen to

Lingerie designer Chantal Thomass paid a

Chantal Thomass began her adventure

increase its presence in Asian markets as

special visit to the show yesterday to present

in the fashion world at the end of the

a repackaging phase is due to be rolled out

her fragrances and gift sets in partnership

1960s with a ready-to-wear range. Her

from January 2012.

with Parfum Berdoues.

alluring flannel and suede corsets quickly

New gift sets launched this year include the

attracted the attention of iconic starlets

gorgeously packaged Sensual kit, containing

such as Brigitte Bardot. Her collection

a 50ml Eau De Parfum Chantal Thomass

of scents offers fans a slice of Chantal’s

and a 100ml perfumed body lotion. There

world at an affordable price.

is also a Charming gift set with a 50ml Eau

EDT Chantal Thomass is a fruity, musky

de Toilette Chantal Thomass and 100ml

concoction with a tutu inspired decoration

perfumed body lotion.

on the bottle and the EDP is a sensual floral.

“I am inspired by corsets from the 1930s

A third scent in the range, Osez-Moi! EDP, is

and a masculine/feminine look, such

another sensual floral.

travellers a little touch of luxury wherever they
are in the world.
Nougat is set to start work with P&O Ferries at
the beginning of October.

Riviera Village RE3

Sensual
Scents

as top hats worn with lingerie,” said
Chantal Thomass. “My scents are very
8 – TFWA DAILY
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Maximum
Turnover
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very close proximity to customers and the

Less is
More

interactive leaflets in each product allow
customers to write in describing their beauty
needs and what they like and don’t like about
the products.
Our exclusive Skin Time tutorial zones at
airports especially are very successful, as

Bold new colours and an eye-catching

With new creative director Guido Nocafic

customers can discover new products and

Picolina Charm print are the star additions

on board, Clarins is modernising its brand

methods of application to suit them.”

to Aigner’s special travel collection.

image with cleaner visuals and elegant

There are numerous new travel retail

“Each season we add two or three colour or

advertising campaigns together with

exclusives under the brand umbrella,

style updates so that retailers can refresh

product descriptions that work harder to

and 50% of marketing budget has been

the collection with ease,” said Myriam

inform and educate customers.

earmarked to promote Extra-Firming, which

Staude, travel retail manager. “Our bags are

“We want to launch less and make the

is an effective line for women in their 40s.

perfect for travel retail as they are light and

launches that we are releasing much

“We have revamped a number of our

flat packed so people can grab and go.”

stronger,” said Céline Fontaine, travel

formulations to give them a more modern

With an average price point of 1120,

retail marketing manager. “We have a

fragrance and consistency which meets our

Mariska van
Beukering, Maxxium
marketing manager
Europe, displays
the silver medal
won by Red Stag
in the ‘Best Drinks
Launch of the Year’
category at the
Drinks International
travel retail awards
on Tuesday.

Aigner’s affordability coupled with its classic

customers' expectations,” said Fontaine.

but modern look is attracting keen attention.

“Asia is also a focus for us with our Special

“We have met a lot of new contacts

Facial Lift – it is such a strong innovation

this week, especially from companies

that it is improving our reputation as a

in Europe, and we have a lot of follow-

skincare line, as well as a body care line.”

up to do when we get back, and a lot of

Clarins is also working on digital

homework,” said Staude. “Now that we are

applications to enhance customer

coming out of the crisis people are starting

interaction and expects Gloss Prodige, an

to enjoy shopping again and buyers are

instantly hydrating lip colour from its limited

choosing brighter, more fashionable

edition summer 2012 collection, inspired by

Visitors crowded onto the Maxxium Travel

options alongside traditionally ‘safe’ items

India, to be a star seller.

Retail stand this week eager to taste several

in darker colours.”

Ambassadeurs Village
V1/V3/V5

Aigner’s Duty Free Module, a freestanding
piece of furniture that has adjustable

GROUSE
GETS BUSY
new releases from Jim Beam and The
Edrington Group. “We recognise that the
average pure bourbon drinker may be over

glass shelves and clever storage

35 years, so we wanted to create a drink that

solutions, is taking up a minimal amount

appeals to the youth market. Red Stag, a

of space while providing maximum
turnover for the brand.

Yellow Village H35

Nature
Trail

four-year-old Jim Beam whiskey flavoured
with cherry is designed to attract these nonbourbon drinkers. It’s delicious drunk as cold
shots or mixed with Coke,” said Mariska van
Beukering, Maxxium marketing manager
Europe. “This we hope will help us redefine
the category and gain new customers in

Get closer to nature at the Limestra

travel retail.”

Concept stand, which boasts a feature wall

It retails in European airports in one-litre

with real plants and foliage to highlight

bottles with a recommended retail price of

the unique qualities of all-natural skincare

117.90. Launched in Cannes, The Edrington

brand Condensé Paris.

Group is showing The Naked Grouse – a blend

“People have been attracted by the wall,

of Highland Park and The Macallan malts,

giving us a great opportunity to tell them

on the skin. Using fruit, flower and plant

sherried and ultra smooth, with a grouse in

more about the products,” said Nathalie

extracts enhanced by pleasant textures and

silhouette on the bottle, that focuses on the

Lamandé, directrice, Limestra Concept. “We

sweet fragrances, the formulations offer the

liquid rather than packaging. Another addition

are looking at various opportunities to build

ideal balance between care and wellbeing.

to the iconic Famous Grouse family is The Black

our presence on the domestic markets in the

The products, made in Paris, are also free of

Grouse Alpha Edition previewed this week

US and Canada. We will then look for more

parabens, mineral oils and artificial colourings,

ahead of its launch in early 2012. It is a smoky

opportunities in travel retail.”

with 20 products for face and five for the body.

smooth whisky distilled from peated malts.

Green Village H42

Green Village M53

Condensé Paris skincare contains 100%
natural active ingredients, which are effective

Fashion
Experience

In 2011, Armani has opened 15 Armani
Jeans and seven Emporio Armani points of
sale, reaching more than 60 points
of sale worldwide.
The company believes that operators in
travel retail are making a huge effort by
hiring experienced fashion buyers, which

Armani is enjoying a successful period

are such an important link in the chain. The

of expansion and consolidation with

company, which sells a complete lifestyle,

numerous store enlargements, new

is especially loved by Chinese customers

locations with existing partners and key

and is striving to deliver a unique fashion

new partnerships around the world.

experience at the airport. This year’s stand

Armani offers three main propositions

is stylish, with no products but numerous

– Armani Jeans, Emporio Armani and

lifestyle images, which underline the

Giorgio Armani – to suit different target

brand message.

markets, effectively tripling its chances
of building a significant presence in
airports.
10 – TFWA DAILY
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Long
Listing

for next year and we are meeting potential
new customers too. We have been so busy
that we haven’t even had a chance to get
outside and enjoy the lovely weather.”
All Gold Silk jewellery is manufactured in
the US and offers a lifetime guarantee.
“We have reacted to the high price of gold

Gold Silk is celebrating the longevity of its

and silver by trimming our margins and

listing onboard Austrian Airlines.

small price increases,” said Bowden. “It has

“Our business partner stopped by earlier

taken a few years to establish ourselves in

this week to tell us that the listing is still

travel retail, but we are now considered an

performing well after several years and

international brand name, so logic would

that it has become a classic seller on the

suggest that the next steps would be to

airline, on par with Chanel No. 5,” said Mike

expand into watches and accessories. We will

Bowden, director of business development

continue to innovate so that we live up to our

Asia Pacific. “Additionally, we have had

slogan: luxury that belongs to the world.”

wonderful meetings with our established
customers who are choosing jewellery items

Yellow Village E41

Brand Building

business in locations where we are able to
have direct discussions with operators, as the
business moves faster this way,” said Levron.
“This is a really important time of year for
us in terms of our strategic development –

Exotic
jewellery

Created in 1863, Bourjois has been around for a

important to build a strong base and to propose

we have made a lot of contacts in a small

long time and while it is hugely popular in local

something that is very relevant for the channel,

amount of time. Being here at the show will

markets, the brand is only just getting started in

such as the exclusive kits we are launching now.”

accelerate our development in this channel

travel retail.

The brand is building steadily with key accounts

by allowing us to strengthen our relationships

“We didn’t feel ready until now, as we didn’t

including Dubai Duty Free, and at airports in

with key operators.”

have a strategy,” said Nicolas Levron, Middle

Brazil and Korea and is now looking to Europe.

East director, Bourjois. “For travel retail, it is

“We have taken opportunities to grow our

Green Village J40

The second being presented is Charm Club,
which features around 500 charms. Ferstl

The third line on show in Cannes is the Thomas

A Classic

Sabo watches collection. Core prices range

Oilily is showing its Spring/Summer collection

explained that there is a high-end range of
charms that include small diamonds.

from 1200-1500, but some pieces retail for up

of fragrances and beauty bags. New at

Thomas Sabo is showcasing three lines at

to 11,000. “Some of the watches have ceramic

the show is the Oilily Classic fragrance for

TFWA World Exhibition. The first is its Sterling

elements and lovely settings,” said Ferstl.

children aged 7 upwards. The Eau de Parfum

Silver collection, which is seasonal and changes

He reports a very busy show, with lots of

comes in three sizes – 30ml, 50ml and 75ml.

of bags, for which there are two seasonal

every year. This year, the theme is ‘The Exotic

interest in the three lines. “We are trying to

The range also includes a Body Lotion, Bath &

collections per year.

Issue’, which has an Asian inspiration. “Our

strengthen our points of sale in the markets

Shower Gel and Showerfoam – all three come

The company reports a very busy show, with

creative director is always looking for new

in which we already operate,” he said. “We are

in 200ml sizes. Oilily Classic features citrus

lots of pre-scheduled meetings and drop-ins

trends and Asia is increasingly important for

also interested in opening new retail stores

blends and fragrance florals. It is a very

at the stand. Oilily is present in 60 countries

the travel retail business,” said Thomas Ferstl,

with strong partners. We will open a standalone

colourful brand, with the packaging featuring

worldwide. Already extremely successful in

travel retail coordinator, Thomas Sabo.

shop at Frankfurt Airport in October and up to

lots of pink and red.

Europe, it is also targeting growth in the Far

‘The Exotic Issue’ includes trendy bead

five other shops may be announced soon.”

Oilily’s Beauty Bags collection is very

East.

bracelets and cute panda bears crafted into
objects d’art.

Blue Village C14

popular in travel retail. Also featured at
TFWA World Exhibition is the Fashion range

Blue Village F26

Authentic
vintage
Fossil is showcasing a range of watches and
accessories, which it describes as authentic
vintage. The company reports that business
is very strong, with fashion watches proving
very popular with customers. The philosophy
is that the customer is not simply buying
a watch, it is also about a brand image
and lifestyle image.

strong, as is aluminium, while espresso is

Fossil is performing well globally. In terms

an emerging colour.

of trends for its watches and accessories,
the company reports that rose gold is very

Bay Village Bay 13
TFWA DAILY – 11
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Healthy
option
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Mini
spirits

Slow aged rum
Flor de Cana reports a very good show.

no excessive flavours or aromas are added.

"We have made lots of new contacts in

The rum is 100% the age stated on the label

Making its first appearance at TFWA

Having established a strong foothold in travel

global travel retail," explained Rodrigo

and Bazán said it has been described as the

World Exhibition, Beurer has received

retail with the DANZKA Vodka and Sobieski

Bazán, global travel retail manager. "In

'single malt of the rum category'.

a great reaction to its range of health

brands, Belvédère Duty Free has been

duty free, we sell 7, 12 and 18-year-old

The 7-year-old Grand Reserve is a premium,

and wellbeing products. “Health and

presenting a range of its latest innovative

versions of Flor de Cana rum. Flor de Cana

full-bodied rum, with a rich mahogany

wellbeing is something that everyone

products, which includes an assortment of

is very popular in Central America, Latin

colour and smooth taste. The 12-year-old

needs but the category is under-

miniature collections.

America, the US, Spain, the UK and Italy,

Centenario is full-bodied, with a reddish

represented in travel retail,” said Franz

As well as the DANZKA Vodka minipack, the

for example." Flor de Cana rum acquires its

amber colour and flavours of butter, toffee

Xaver Wageneder, travel retail – business

concept has also been applied to the Marie

amber colour, smooth taste and distinctive

and baked apple. Meanwhile, the 18-year-

development, CODIPE, Inc.

Brizard brand, while the Belvédère Group

aroma in small, American oak barrels.

old Centenario Gold is full-bodied, has an

Among the products that have generated

Flagship Collection has also been added.

Its original barrelhouses are built without

amber colour, a rich complexity of flavours

the most interest this week are the blood

“These types of packs have been popular

air conditioning, electrical ventilation or

and a smooth finish.

pressure monitors, therapy products and

among fragrance consumers for a while now

humidifiers, providing a natural, undisturbed

the sports watches, which also include

but we have noticed that there is an increasing

environment for the rum to age. This ensures

heart rate monitors.

demand for these minipacks among spirits

Wageneder continued: “The response has

consumers as well,” explained Laila

been great because our products offer

Rosendahl Schmidt, marketing coordinator.

something new. We didn’t have too many

While DANZKA Vodka in particular is popular

meetings set up in advance but we’ve

in Europe, Belvédère's portfolio of products

had a lot of people who we’ve met on

is also attracting interest from various other

site and we’ve had some very productive

regions as global awareness continues to

conversations with them.

grow.

“Beurer has a long history and it’s known

“We started out in Asia a couple of years

for its German engineering and excellent

ago and we’ve also started to see a lot more

quality so I’m very confident that we will be

interest from South America and the Middle

successful in the travel retail market.”

East as well,” Schmidt added.

Yellow Village C34

Green Village H52

Scent
of the
sea

Green Village M65

The limited edition celebrates the 40th
anniversary of Patchouli and is called
L’Incroyable Patchouli. “It is a good time to
celebrate. The fragrance is the same, but the
bottle is festive and sparkly. The new bottle is
a present to our customers,” said Lopez.
Both Sea Rem and L’Incroyable Patchouli

Strong visibility

have generated a lot of interest at the
Reminiscence is presenting two new

show this week. “Rem is one of our classic

fragrances. The first of these is Sea Rem –

lines. It’s the smell of the sea and is always

an extension to its extremely popular Rem

popular. Our clients already love Sea Rem,”

Perfetti Van Melle Global Travel Retail

growth. In fact, PVMGTR’s business doubled

fragrance line. Sea Rem is a clever wordplay

Lopez added.

(PVMGTR) has been presenting an

in this channel between 2007 and 2010 and

on the French word for mermaid (sirène).

Alongside its fragrances, Reminiscence also

expanded range, which now includes sugar

the company continues to innovate as it aims

"The packaging is inspired by the blue of the

has a jewellery collection. Here at the show,

confectionery products for teens, as the

for the next milestone.

sea," said Aurélie Lopez, export customer

it is showcasing the Autumn/Winter 2011

company aims to double business in the next

“Apart from new product development, we

service & trade marketing assistant,

collection. “It is a very dreamy and exclusive

four to five years.

invest a lot of time and effort in visibility and

Reminiscence. "We are also launching a

collection. It is unique,” commented Lopez.

The Chupa Chups and Mentos brands are

display solutions because in some areas,

limited edition of Patchouli, which is our all-

the staple brands for the company in travel

we find that visibility can work better than

time bestseller."

retail and they are at the heart of the recent

promotion,” said Mark Laros, director global
travel retail. “Retailers are really starting
to recognise that till points are vitally
important and this is an area that we have
invested in.”
Of course, having the right products to fill
the displays is even more important and
PVMGTR has received a positive response
to its latest innovations, which include the
Chupa Chups Gift Box and the Balloon Car
Race Pack.
Laros added: “The new products have
had a lot interest, we’ve had a lot of good
appointments, and the atmosphere here has
been really positive.”

Blue Village G27
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Seven
of the
finest

attracted by the wine selection and they like
the fact that they can talk to just one supplier
which covers all seven of the different regions.
Our customers really appreciate this one-stopshop solution.”
For the family owned business, the US
remains its main market overall but in
travel retail, it is Europe that has performed
particularly well recently. Cruise lines also

The popular Prosecco from Casa Vinicola

are an important channel, and while the

Zonin continues to drive traffic to the

company already supplies Carnival Cruise

company’s stand, where its portfolio of wines

Lines, the Baltics is a very important region,

from the seven most popular wine regions in

Marciante explained.

Italy is also being presented.

For 2012, the company’s aim is to continue

Mobile merchandising

Maura Marciante, export department

its expansion and in terms of the travel retail

coordinator, said: “Our Prosecco is doing

aspirations, Marciante outlined that “we would

great all over the world but people also really

love to get a few more listings in the inflight

A number of airport retailers have been

Alongside the mobile merchandising unit,

appreciate our wines from the most renowned

channel as well”.

attracted to the Advanced Wireless

Advanced Wireless Technologies is also

regions in Italy. So, when customers come

Technologies stand this week to, not just an

presenting a range of unique readers and

by to talk about the Prosecco, they are also

array of brand new products, but also the A

sunglasses, including a number of innovations

La Gate Carte – a mobile unit designed to

from Foster Grant.

extend the airport retail offer right up to the

Among the lines are the LightSpecs and

departure gate.

MicroVision readers, which are presented in

The battery powered unit – which includes a

a compact case and fold out into full-

till point – allows retailers to put together a

size readers.

selection of products which can then be taken

As explained by Chris Arbogast, director new

to the gate area to allow travellers to make

business development, FGX International,

last-minute purchases.

2011 has been a solid year to date and hopes

“This really has generated a lot of interest at

are high for 2012 and beyond. Already this

the show,” said Mark Mariani, A La Gate Carte

year, new listings have been achieved with

Mobile Merchandising. “There is already a

Dubai Duty Free, British Airways and South

unit in place at JFK Airport in the US and we

African Airways, to name just a few.

have also received interest from airports and
retailers in Europe and the Middle East.”

Blue Village F4

Yellow Village F57

FRENCH
confection

New
‘Adixion’

Sporting
focus

Bijoux Terner is developing a new range of

Austrian watch producer Jacques Lemans

Hediard is showcasing a plethora of biscuits,

retail as people can bring something of

products and a promotional fascia concept for

is showing its ‘Sport’ range of watches.

chocolates, fruit jellies and teas, including

France back with them when they travel. We

travel retail stores. ‘Adixion’, recently launched

It has a partnership with UEFA to supply

five-pack confiture gift sets, dark and

want to expand our presence worldwide, but

at Miami International Airport, combines black

exclusive Champions League watches, with

milk chocolate tablets and tinned biscuit

there are good opportunities for business in

lacquered furniture finishes, with bold green

which it is hoping to tempt sports fanatics.

assortments. “Business has slowly moved

Asia if people know our products and know

embossed panels featuring the Adixion brand.

The watches feature special soccer

from that of a delicatessen and grocer

how to use them effectively. Now we need to

Designed to run parallel to existing Bijoux

movement dials, rotating footballs as the

towards gifting,” said Sebastian Gras, chef

take a careful strategy moving forward.”

Terner stores, Adixion continues promoting

second hand and engraved Champions

themes of affordability and flexibility, with

League logos on the back of the dial.

the potential in the future for both full stores

“We’ve had excellent results in European

and shop-in-shops.

countries and in Asia the demand has also

“Bijoux Terner is simple, affordable, offers

been good. We want to intensify those

lots of variety and is well produced,”

activities,” said Jurgen Allesch, export

commented Panayiotis Argyros, vice

manager, Jacques Lemans.

president, global sales operations.

Also available are male and female

The new Adixion products range from $20 to

watches, including a high-tech ceramic

$40, including ‘Xest Jolie’ sterling silver mother

range with sapphire crystals, a ‘Sport’

of pearl necklaces, petit jewellery with smoky

range, including the Rome model available

topaz ingrained stones and ‘Voux’ and ‘Tresor’

in stainless steel, and a ‘Le Passion’

lines, including Majorcan pearl necklaces.

timepiece featuring Swarovski crystals.

Blue Village C8

Riviera Village RC8

de marche export, Hediard. “Our hampers,
for instance, have been popular in travel

Red Village M29
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Exclusive
cigars
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most important new product this year. The
Montecristo No.2 Gran Reserva is said to
be for dedicated Habanos enthusiasts and
is offered in a one-off release, comprising
5,000 individually numbered cases.
TAX FREE WORLD
ASSOCIATION
63, Rue de la boétie
75008 Paris France

Also being presented in Cannes is the new
presentation of the H Upmann brand. The

Habanos is showcasing several new

half corona size cigars capitalise on a trend

products for 2011. These include the

in the market for shorter cigars.

exclusive Montecristo Gran Reserva

Other new products on display at the

Cosecha 2005, which is made totally by

Habanos stand include Serie E No.2

hand using tobacco leaves from the 2005

Partagas-Habana, Serie D No.5, and

harvest in the Vuelta Abajo region. The

Paratagas 3 Serie D No.4 Tubos.

tobacco leaves are aged carefully for at
least five years. It is described as Habanos’

Tel : +33 1 40 74 09 86
Fax : +33 1 40 74 09 85

ALAIN MAINGREAUD
Managing Director
a.maingreaud@tfwa.com
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Frey displays confidence

cecile lamotte
Marketing Director
c.lamotte@tfwa.com

PRODUCED BY
On its fourth appearance at TFWA World

the new five-piece Chocobloc gifting pack,

Exhibition, Chocolat Frey – which is exhibiting

following on from last year’s launch of the

alongside Villars on the Bonardo Travel Retail

Chocobloc Air in Cannes. Since then, the

stand – has had a number of new enquiries

product has proved to be very popular and

from buyers and operators interested in its

Isler explained that it has helped the company

latest Swiss confectionery products.

to have an “especially positive year in the

“As we’ve been here three times before, this

Middle East and Far East”.

year we had more pre-arranged meetings.

“We’re very confident that there are further

But in between these meetings, we have also

opportunities in the Middle East, where we

had the chance to meet a number of new

can further develop the product offering,”

acquaintances,” said Jacques Isler, export

he added.

manager travel retail, Chocolat Frey.
This year, the company has introduced

Blue Village H27
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Nivea
success

RYAN GHEE
Assistant Editor

travel retail sets and combined products
that are not available in domestic markets.

ryan@pps-publications.com

Beiersdorf gives us access to all international
ERIKA NEUDERT
Assistant Editor

products and we select those that we feel are
particularly good for travel retail."

erika@pps-publications.com

The Nivea Sun line works very well in travel
retail and has performed exceptionally well

LUKE BARRAS-HILL
Assistant Editor

The Nivea stand has been busy all week and

this summer, despite Western Europe not

Ilka Schütte, director global travel retail,

experiencing a particularly hot summer.

Beiersdorf, reports a successful show and a

The Nivea Visage skincare line is also doing

schedule packed with meetings.

very well in travel retail, especially the Q10

It is Nivea's second time exhibiting at TFWA

cream, which will be relaunched in 2012. “This

promotion with Heinemann at Hamburg

World Exhibition and Schütte explained

is performing strongly and there is even more

Airport. Both Nivea and Hamburg Airport

that the company is still focusing on further

potential for next year,” said Schütte. "The

are celebrating their 100th anniversaries

expanding Nivea into the travel retail

men's range is also a hidden champion."

this year and the promotion saw a

sector. "The main target is to explain the

Nivea offers what Schütte described

significant sales increase.

Nivea travel retail assortment and what is

as high quality, fairly priced products.

special about it," she said. "We have special

It enjoyed notable success in a special

FAYE rowe
Fashion & Beauty Editor

Riviera Village RE13

From China with Love
Shanghai Tang has been exhibiting its Autumn/

representation is at Frankfurt Airport, where

Tang because it offers excitement to the

Winter collection – which goes by the name

the products have been received “extremely

passenger. It is important for an airport to have

‘From China with Love’ – at this year’s show as

well” since their introduction two-and-a-half

something that might be seen as unexpected.”

the company seeks to expand its presence in

years ago.

both European and Asian markets.

“This has been very useful for us because

The brand is already present in 11 travel

we now have a better understanding of the

retail locations, and Winnie Luk, associate

European market,” Luk said.

director for global business development,

She added that Shanghai Tang’s appeal is that it

explained that a dual approach is in place to

is not just a fashion brand, but a “total lifestyle

help increase this number.

concept”, and this is highlighted by the vast

“We are focused on two directions,” she

array of products which have been presented

explained. “The first is to strengthen our

this week, ranging from male and female

networks in Asia, especially in China, and the

clothing lines to watches and fragrances.

second is to develop the European market.”

Luk continued: “Operators and airport

In travel retail, Shanghai Tang’s sole European

authorities appreciate the concept of Shanghai
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